
What is the idea? What do you hope to achieve/ how will you achieve it? Who will you be working with?
When do you expect to be finished 

(term)?

Screens - ideal would be securing one 
anywhere but Plant Pot for society use. 

Meet with Marketing to discuss screen availability and plan for making it worthwhile. Make a rota for screen time and asking societies 
to send in artwork/graphics/ even photos to celebrate their acheivements. Pushing hard for signups via Friday email and instagram 
accounts to ensure the schedule is full. Outcome should be that the screen is used enough to become a permanent fixture. 
Advertising will focus on the Shop screen as this is the much superior place for promo. 

Marketing team and societies This is up and running now. 

Society instagram account 

As above meet with Marketing to plan a pitch. Take a lot of inspiration from team_soton to plan the structure of the year - should be a 
lot of grid-wise reposting graphics pre-events, and photos post-events, obviously in consultation with what societies actually want. 
Advertising for PA committee elections and other relevant student elections. Story wise updates from attending events. Would also be 
a primary means of communication via dming to ask for opinions, arrange meetings etc for students who feel more comfortable with 
less formal communincation. Pitch - use the same document. Get opinion from the Activities Team. Turning colours to burgandy 
schemes. Canva templates. -Society of the month takeover platform? Ask Marina what she wants to do about this. 

Marketing team for set up, societies for content. Same as above

Society tasters 
Societies run these according to their own preferred times but the timetable posts on the Instagram introduce a sense of structure and 
unity and increase awareness. 

Societies
Freshers completed, will repeat in 
refreshers

Accreditation and Groups Hub 
standardisation 

Work with the Activities Team throughout the year to sort out what this should look like. Possible incentives - accreditation? Do a plan 
with what incentives would be - gather insights. Simplify the structure. EDI focus. What they're doing, why they're doing it, what 
rewards there are. Link this in with groups hub structure. 

Activities and website design Whole term project. 

Bookable sessions for current issues - 
eg grant rounds 

Meeting with societies by demand. Societies
Preparing for Grant round two - run up to 
Christmas

Website section for societies who offer 
service 

Creating a new platform for the website. tied into Cost of Living campaign as it is win-win.   
Activities, marketing, website  development and 
interested societies

Should be done in term 1.

More/better space for PA socs, and 
other uni collaboration with societies 

Working with Louise Coysh to input society needs into the university plans; generally throughout the year to encourage uni 
endorsement.  

Louise Coysh and PA socs for opinions Whole term project. 

Period products in bathrooms and 
concourse 

  Baskets in the bathrooms and a big cardboard bin in the concourse, in collaboration with Once A Month. Advice Centre and Once A Month Should be done in term 1.

Gender recognition fund 
Firstly getting feedback from trans and NB students of what they want this to look like and then pitching for a grant from the welfare 
fund. 

Advice Centre and students Potentially a whole term project

Liberation campaigns - working with socs Working with the relevant socs and liberation officers to ensure every campaign is as representative as possible. 

 Charter and the rest of SUSUSafe. Consulting with interested students and finalising with Ed and Advice. 
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